Family Studies 10-12

Module 1 Worksheet

Families in Society
Directions:
Be sure to complete all of the readings and assigned questions. Be aware that the unit test questions will
refer not only to concepts covered in the worksheets, but also to readings from your textbook. Answer each
question as completely as you can.

Chapter 1 (pp. 2-19)
Section 1.1: The Need for Strong Families
1. Look at the picture on pp.2-3. How many generations are represented? Why do you think the textbook
writer included the photograph in her book?



Three generations: Grandparents, parents, children.
Shows a happy family. Emphasizes importance of the family. Or similar answer.

2. Review the “Chapter Objectives” on page 5.
3. Look at “Content Vocabulary” on page 6. Write the definitions of these terms on the back of this page.
(Note: There is a Glossary starting on page 680)


See glossary for definitions.

4. Read about the functions of the family on page 7. Which do you consider the most important?



Student answers will vary.
Student may see all as important. May choose security and love and affection as “base”
for the remainder.

5. Explain the concept of the dysfunctional family.



See definition in question 3.
Family fails to provide some of the eight functions.
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6. Why is the family considered the basic unit of society?


Family makes up society. (Analogy about strands of a rope)

7. You do not have to commit a crime to be involved with the legal process. How is the law related to
families?



Laws affect everything we do.
Many examples.

8. What is the connection between work and family life?


Stress at home/work can affect life at work/home

9. What outside help may be available to families with troubles?







Social agencies.
Religious groups.
Schools and teachers.
Police and the court system.
Community facilities and activities.
See p. 9.

10. What are some examples of a family member “taking responsibility”?


Many possible answers

11. How does your text suggest you measure the strength of a family?


By “how well a family works together”.
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12. Review “Key Concepts” on page 11.

Section 1.2: Why Study Families?
13. Refer to “Content Vocabulary” on page 12 and write definitions for the given terms on the back of this
page.


See Glossary for definitions.

14. List the important skills for successful interpersonal relations. Give examples for each of these.



Communication, problem-solving, management, conflict resolution skills.
Various explanations and examples given.

15. Name some challenges most families encounter.




Work v. Family time
Money, death, illness, drug abuse, crime
Divorce, remarriage. Changing world

16. What you learn in family life is a transferable skill. What do you think this means? Give an example to
support your answer.



Transferable—can be moved/used in other places.
Student examples will vary. E.g. One learns about self and how to get along in the wider
society

Chapter 2 (pp. 20-39)
Section 2.1: Families Meet Many Needs
1. Review the “Content Vocabulary” on page 22. You should be familiar with most of these terms. If there
are any you do not know, write out a good definition on the back of this page.


See glossary for definitions.
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2. In a short paragraph explain (with examples) the difference between needs and wants.




Need—required for survival.
Want—desired but not essential.
Student examples will vary.

3. What may be the results if “wants” dominate “needs”? Can you think of a situation like this?



Leads to dysfunctional family. Imbalance. Not good.
Examples: person wants sweets, ignores good nutrition

4. Why is good communication important when dealing with needs and wants?


Decide priorities. Budget. Input from all.

5. Read page 24 and THINK about your support system. Who is involved in it? Why are they involved?
What events might make you turn to this system? You don’t have to write your answers down.
6. What does it mean that “providing emotional support is a two-way street?”




Give-take situation.
One cannot always give and never receive.
Reciprocation is needed.

7. Write a brief paragraph in which you define personality and describe what you consider a good
personality.



Personality—characteristics making a person unique.
Various suggestions as to a good personality.
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8. What are the basic physical needs?





Food
Sleep
Shelter
Clothing

9. In point form list some simple ways in which you can protect yourself from harm. (Common sense, isn’t
it?!)


Student answers will vary.

10. What are some factors or impediments some people have to living independently?





Limited mobility
Visual impairment
Hearing impairment
Limited strength

11. What may be the result if a child does not learn good socialization skills?





Poor fit in society.
May not get along.
Loner.
Not knowing how to behave.

12. Write a paragraph which explains how family members (and others) help a child develop mentally.
(Suggest what may happen to children who do not get much help.)






Family is first teacher.
Reading is important.
Learn by playing (family and others).
Promote development by talking to babies.
Those without such help are poorly socialized.
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13. Review the “Key Concepts” on page 29.

Section 2.2: Families Teach Values
14. Write the definitions of “Content Vocabulary” on page 30 on the back of this page.


See glossary for definitions.

15. Why do you think everyone does not have the same values?



Family is influential.
Different families/different values.

16. List the “core values” of society. Do you agree with these?




Core values: honesty, kindness, social responsibility.
People are worthy of respect (p. 32)
Student answers will vary.

17. Your text says the American Declaration of Independence and their Constitution are reflections of
American values. What Canadian documents show similar values?


Canadian Constitution and Charter of Rights

18. List three ways values are learned and illustrate using real life examples, if possible.



Example, direct teaching, religious training.
Student examples will vary.

19. What do you think it means when we say some people pay only “lip service” to values?



People say one thing, do another.
Speak of values, but do not live by them.

20. Review the “Key Concepts” on page 37.
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Chapter 3 (pp. 40-63)
Section 3.1: Family Structures
1. Examine the photograph on pp. 40-41 and answer the question on page 40.


Student answers will vary.

2. Review the “Chapter Objectives” on page 41.
3. The “Content Vocabulary” is important! Please write good definitions of these terms on the back of this
page.


See glossary for definitions.

4. What do you consider the number one advantage of being single?



Probable answer: Independence. No need to consult.
Student answers will vary.

5. What might a child in a single-parent family lack that a child in a nuclear family might take for granted?


Contact with a member of the opposite sex to the single parent

6. What problems might a blended family have?


Different people, different backgrounds, different expectations.

7. How does being a legal guardian differ from being an adoptive parent?



A legal guardian is responsible for a child’s welfare, but is not the parent.
Adopted children become the parents’ children and have parents’ surname.

8. How does the situation in question 7 differ when it comes to foster families?


Fostering is usually a shorter term situation. Child is put into foster care while problems
are worked out.
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9. In point form, outline the factors which determine family personality.



Family personality: Family legacies, traditions, rituals
Values, atmosphere, boundaries ,decision making, interdependence

10. Review the guidelines for decision-making on page 49. THINK: Do these apply to me? Are they
logical? Can I use these in my own life? You don’t have to write your answers down.
11. List 10 personal goals—5 short term and 5 long term.


Student answers will vary.

12. In the section “Families and the Media” (p. 51) the textbook suggests that many “media families’ seem
ideal. Why do you think this is a simplistic way of looking at things?


Some media families are not perfect. Many have on-going problems. “Coronation Street”,
for example, has troubled families. Closer to reality.

Section 3.2: Family Development
13. Write the definitions of development, launching, and empty nest on the back of this page.


See glossary for definitions.

14. Does the family life cycle apply to all families? Why or why not?


No. Exceptions always occur. All families are not the same although some general
principles apply.

15. What are the challenges when two people start a relationship which may lead to a longer partnership?


Working as a team, communicating, working out relationships with others, etc.
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16. There are five major areas in which couples must make decisions. List these, and beside each say how
you would manage that aspect of your relationship. For example, HOUSING: We would live in an
apartment while saving for a down payment on a house.)


Housing, furnishings, education/careers, money, children. Various responses possible.

17. The “parenting stage” of life is divided into three areas—expanding, developing, and launching. Which
stage do you think is the most difficult (if either one is!) Explain why.


Student answers will vary.

18. What are two different reactions to the “empty nest” situation?



Parents feel lost, purposeless.
Parents enjoy newfound freedom.

19. Why are the middle years difficult for some people?





Question their lives.
Careers have peaked.
May drift apart as a couple (less in common).
May have to deal with aged parents.

20. When a person retires, he or she no longer has to work. Why, then, are some people worried about
retiring?



Money worries.
Wonder what to do.

21. What are some variations of the family pattern of parents→children→launching→retirement?





No marriage.
Single parenthood.
No children.
Raising grandchildren.
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22. What is the “basic pattern” of society?



Children grow up in families.
Children grow up and have families.

Chapter 4 (pp. 64-81)
Section 4.1: Society Affects Families
1. Review the “Content Vocabulary” on page 66. Write down the definition of any words you are not
familiar with on the back of this page.


See glossary for definitions.

2. Describe a trend you see in modern society (the society around you).



Many possible examples.
Increased use of electronics. Cell phone use, etc.

3. What has helped people live longer than in previous centuries?


More and better medical care, better nutrition and health

4. How has modern technology enabled people to pursue educational goals?


Distance learning. Internet.

5. What environmental concerns do you have in your area?


Student answers will vary.
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6. In a paragraph describe the technology your family has and how it is used.



Various responses: Microwave, satellite TV, cell phones, computers Internet
Many uses: education, communication, entertainment

7. Read “Changes Within the Family” (pp. 68-69) In point form, list the changes and beside each make a
thoughtful comment.






Family changes: Single—increasing
Couples—large % of households than in the past
Blended—large 3’s due to remarriage
Single-parent—divorce creates this situation
Extended—expense/care a main concern

8. What are the benefits and drawbacks of having both parents working?



Benefits: Two incomes to cover expenses. May be extra money for other things.
Drawbacks: Household work may be ignored. Less time together. Different shifts.

9. Referring to technology, service industries, and the world, write a paragraph explaining how these have
had an impact on the workplace.




Technology: replacing workers. Computer knowledge essential.
Service jobs: growth in recent years. Low paying.
Global workplace: Improved communication and transport have “shrunk” the world.
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Section 4.2: Appreciate Diversity
10. Write definitions for the “Content Vocabulary” on page 72 on the back of this page.


See glossary for definitions.

11. What affects what a culture is like?


Culture is affected by economic and geographic conditions, knowledge, art, and
technology

12. After reading about culture on page 73, explain how/why Canada is a multicultural society.


Many cultures here. Settled by English, Irish, Scots, French, etc. Many new immigrants
are Asian, European

13. What signs of cultural diversity do you see around your school or town.


Student answers will vary.

14. If “Families Teach Culture” (as it says on page 74), comment on a family’s responsibility to teach
respect for other cultures.


Student may refer to empathy. Should argue that prejudice, etc. is bad

15. Review “Key Concepts” on page 75.
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Chapter 8 (pp. 136-155)
Section 8.1: Qualities of Strong Families
1. Write definitions of the terms in “Content Vocabulary” on page 138 on the back of this page.


See glossary for definitions.

2. Does a strong family occur automatically? Explain why or why not.


No. It is necessary to work on the skills which bring success.

3. Television is noted as a barrier to communication in families (p. 139). What else might be barriers to
communication?



Student answers will vary. Examples: work, internet, bad habits (drugs, alcohol)
Needs of babies/younger children, others

4. What are some ways you can show affirmation to another?


Student answers will vary. Examples: words of praise/encouragement. Send a card or
gift. A hug or a handshake.

5. Refer to the “Life Skills Checklist” on page 140. THINK about how these apply to life outside the
family. You don’t have to write your answers down.
6. Being committed to the family shows that one values the family. What other commitments might a
person have?


Value: Job, education, a sport, nutrition, health, etc.

7. Explain the idea that trust is earned.


Trust is not automatic. Children learn it and then learn to be worthy of it. Mistakes can
be made but a second chance is given.
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8. What is the main benefit of shared beliefs and values?


These provide stability in family life.

9. Make a brief comment on the textbook’s suggestions to “Build Strong Morals”, “Act Responsibly”, and
“Overcome Problems as a Team”.


Student answers will vary.

10. What gets in the way of families spending time together? Why is this time together important?


Outside interests such as work, volunteering, etc. interfere. Student may have other
ideas. Builds family strength/re-affirms it.

11. Explain the relation between traditions and culture. Give an example, if possible.



Traditions can be used to teach/pass on culture. Examples: food, religion, rituals
Student examples will vary.

Section 8.2: Strengthen Family Relationships
12. Review “Content Vocabulary” on page 145. Write these definitions on the back of this page.


See glossary for definitions.

13. In a system, elements are related. What happens in one part of the system affects other parts. How does
this apply to the family? Use examples to support your response.


Action of one brings reaction from others. Example: someone is in a bad mood. This
affects others. Or, father loses job. Great effect on family finances.
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14. Review the meaning of “empathy”. How does this concept relate to getting along with parents?


Putting yourself in another’s place. This should help the person see why the parents act
as they do.

15. Write a “Help Wanted” ad for a parent. Be sure to include a job description and the desired
qualifications.


Student answers will vary.

16. Review the suggestions on page 149 for talking to parents. Are these applicable to other situations?


Yes. Common sense/courtesy always useful.

17. Why do parents set rules and limits?


Maintain family values. Safety. Develop positive traits.

18. What is heredity? What has scientific research concluded about the role of heredity in personality?


Heredity is the genetic traits received from parents at birth. Plays a large role in
shaping personality (studies of identical twins useful for date)

19. Why do psychologists study birth order?


They believe it can shape a person’s personality.

20. What are the characteristics of first-borns, middle, and youngest children? List in point form. (Do you
agree with these conclusions?)





First born: responsible, independent, ambitious
Middle: Cheerful, practical. “Pleasers”
Youngest: popular, fun-loving, generous
Student should note that there are always exceptions. May be able to cite examples.
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21. What may be the “advantage” of being an only child?


Text mentions relating better to adults. Fast learners, high achievers. Student may note
there is more money available. No hand-me-downs

22. Review “Sibling Rivalry” on page 151. THINK about these. You don’t have to write your answers
down.
23. Parents can expect siblings to have minor conflicts. What does the text suggest as methods to handle
such situations?


Settle disagreements among selves. Talk about feelings. Do not compare self to siblings
(Look at own strengths) Avoid serious conflict.

Chapter 11 (pp. 204-221)
Section 11.1: Technology and the Family
1. Review the “Chapter Objectives” on page 205.
2. Refer to “Content Vocabulary” on page 206 and write definitions for those terms on the back of this
page.


See glossary for definitions.

3. Technology: Useful tool and source of conflict. Explain how technology can be both for a family.




Technology--use of science to do practical things
Futurist—person who studies and predicts what may happen in the years ahead.
Many uses. Entertainment. Speeds up work, etc. but can be a diversion, source of
disagreement.

4. Write a definition of the word entertainment. Given your definition, why would entertainment be a
“challenge”?


Entertainment—Something that amuses, pleases, or diverts, especially a performance or
show (Nelson Canadian Dictionary)

5. Why is a family having a meal together important?


Chance to be together. Talk/plan. Find out what is happening.
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6. Modern technology has given us “fast food”. What are some problems associated with this?


Calories, salt, fat

7. Technology offers many advantages: speed, efficiency, convenience. What are the “downsides” to
technology?



Fast food, less exercise, expenses, easy access to money (debt).
Student answers will vary.

8. Read pp. 210-211. How does your family communicate?


Student answers will vary.

Section 1.2: Technology in the Community
9. Write the definitions of the terms in the “Content Vocabulary” on page 212.


See glossary for definitions.

10. Read “Science in Action” on page 214 and do that exercise.




Question asks student to select a technological invention and answer these questions: Is
the invention necessary? Does the invention cause me to focus on other people? Does the
invention cause me to focus on myself? Will this invention help my family grow stronger?
If so, how?
Student answers will vary.

11. What “challenges” are involved in dealing with the Internet and other electronic information systems?


Challenges: Too much information, e-mail and spam, identity theft and fraud, intrusion
of privacy
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12. Besides the cost in money, what other “costs” can you think of in reference to technology?


Various responses. Student may refer to continually upgrading, malfunctions and
frustration, the pollution element (disposal), time diverted from other activities

13. What does the textbook suggest you do to deal with technology in your life?


Page 217. Sense of humour. Activities away from technology. Use what is important to
you. Stay informed.

Chapter 12 (pp. 222-241)
Section 12.1: Work and Families
Review the Chapter Objectives on page 223
1. Review the “Content Vocabulary” on page 224. You are most likely familiar with these terms, but write
down the definitions if you are not on the back of this page.


See glossary for definitions.

2. Briefly describe the two types of work families must do.



Household work: chores around the house
Income producing work: provides money

3. How has the world of work changed from traditional ways to how things are done today? Are there
“men’s jobs” and “women’s work”?


Traditionally men worked, women looked after the house and raised children. Now there
are many single parent families, and many in which both parents work. More sharing of
household work and child care. There should be no distinction. Work is work and has to
be done.

4. How are family life and employment inter-related?


One affects the other. Home pressures, family problems, lack of family training. Things
are inter-related.
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5. Write a few lines about how you would react to the situations outlined on page 229: job loss, relocation,
work challenges, work schedules, and work stress.


Student answers will vary.

Section 12.2: Managing Busy Lives
6. Write definitions for the terms in the “Content Vocabulary” on page 230 on the back of this page.


See glossary for definitions.

7. How can employers help family life?


Flexible work schedules, responsive to employees’ needs/concerns. Leaves of absence.
Counselling and advice.

8. Read “How to Manage at Home” on page 233. Briefly describe what you do at home to get household
tasks done.


Student answers will vary.

9. Some well-known advice: Plan ahead. How does this relate to family life?




Planning is needed.
Makes life easier.
Various methods: calendars, meetings, bulletin boards.

10. In some family situations television has become the “babysitter”. Why is this not an ideal situation?
What are some alternatives? Why are those alternatives sometimes not used?





TV is not interactive.
Child is not with others.
Lack of physical activity.
Alternatives (p. 235) include in-home care, family child-care homes, and child-care
centres. All have a cost involved. Many families cannot afford this.
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11. In question 10 your answer should have referred to the costs or expenses of child-care alternatives. Since
cost is a concern, what are some child-care alternatives which are less expensive?


Adjusted work schedules. “Supervising” by phone. Company )employer) assistance for care
(but this may have costs)

12. How do family, friends, and neighbours help build a support system for families?


Co-operation, working together, exchanging services, favours, etc. All avoid a monetary
cost.
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